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phase-matching synthesis of large, broadband, chirped few-cycle pulses from an optical parametric
amplifier. The effect of a tilted birefringent cavity on the pulse-shaping characteristics of a
periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifier is
discussed. The tilted cavity enables a combination of a large interaction length and a short gain
stage for producing a very long parametrically chirped pulse with a large amplitude and a small
bandwidth. The same setup was applied to synthesize broadband, chirped, few-cycle pulses by using
the conventional top-hat and the "phase-matched" triangle amplifiers.Republicans plan on
campaigning on the "Bush tax cuts for the middle class" rather than Mitt Romney's plan to raise
them, senior GOP aides say. | REUTERS Poll: Most Americans favor tax increases Democrats are out
in the cold in the race to highlight what they see as the hypocrisy of Republican calls to “rein in
government spending” and “balance the budget,” according to a poll released Wednesday by the
American Research Group. Democrats’ share of Americans who said “they favor more government
spending” — 21 percent — was the same as it was in April and in February. ( Also on POLITICO: Poll
shows Obama keeps edge in race to handle crises) Even Democrats’ preferred term — “Washington
spending” — was well off its April 2010 high of 32 percent. That was when Americans preferred
“cutting spending” over “reducing the deficit” by 40 percent to 26 percent. In the current poll,
released Wednesday, 15 percent of those surveyed said “they favor more government spending,”
while 23 percent favored “cutting government spending.” A fifth said both alternatives were a bad
idea. ( Also on POLITICO: Poll: Nearly half favor'more gun control') “What’s important to understand
is what is not coming up are the attempts to highlight how Republicans — in their quests to balance
budgets and
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